FACTS - PRINCIPLES - PROBLEMS
REGARDING
FARIBAULT STATE HOSPITAL

FACTS

THE ADMINISTRATION:

ADMINISTRATOR — HAROLD S. GILLESPIE
MEDICAL DIRECTOR — HEINZ H. BRUHL, M.D.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR — ARNOLD A. MADOW

THE FACILITY:

STARTED IN 1879
NOW 80 BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTED 1894-1964
28 RESIDENT BUILDINGS
575 ACRES
SERVES 36 SOUTHERN COUNTIES

THE RESIDENTS:

NUMBER — 1578
AGE RANGE — 5-88
AVERAGE AGE — 31.2 YEARS
AVERAGE STAY — 17.0 YEARS
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED — 435
BLIND OR PARTIALLY BLIND — 192
DEAF OR PARTIALLY DEAF — 112
EPILEPTICS — 421

FUNCTIONAL LEVELS

PROFOUND (I.Q. RANGE APP. 0-24) — 782
SEVERE (I.Q. RANGE APP. 25-39) — 552
MODERATE (I.Q. RANGE APP. 40-54) — 173
MILD (I.Q. RANGE APP. 55-70+) — 71
FACTS - CONTINUED

THE EMPLOYEES:
NUMBER - 1042
TARGET NUMBER (1 EMPLOYEE TO 1.35 RESIDENTS) - 1147
CERTIFIED OR DEGREE - 173
DIRECT CARE STAFF - 646
SUPPORT STAFF - 396

THE PROGRAMS:

UNITS
EAST GROVE (B-148 R) CHILD PHYSICAL REHABILITATION,
GRANDVIEW (B-249 R) ADULT PHYSICAL REHABILITATION,
GREEN ACRES (B-102 R) ADOLESCENT TRAINING + BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION,
NORTHWOOD (B-101 R) CHILD DEVELOPMENT - TRAINING - EDUCATION,
CENTER (58-162 R) ADOLESCENT EDUCATION, SOCIALIZATION + PRE-VOCATIONAL,
SOUTHLAND (38-210 R) ADULT MEN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION,
SKINNER (58-249 R) ADULT WOMEN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION + GERIATRIC,
SUNNY SIDE (58-316 R) ADULT SOCIAL + VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
HOSPITAL (18-41 PERMANENT RESIDENTS) ACUTE MEDICAL CARE.

(NOTE: B MEANS BUILDING + R MEANS RESIDENTS)

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

BIRCH PROJECT - 1 OF 5 NATIONAL PROJECTS THROUGH UNITED CEREBRAL
PALSY ASSN & HEW. ON PHYSICAL REHABILITATION,
PROJECT TEACH - CONCENTRATION ON TEACHING CHILDREN, FEDERAL
FUNDING UNDER TITLE II,
CHILD PSYCHIATRIC - TREATMENT OF AUTISM, EXPIRES IN MARCH '72,
WORK ACTIVITY CENTER - SUBCONTRACT PRODUCTIVE WORK FOR RESIDENTS,
SIB - STATE WIDE CENTER ON SELF INJURIOUS BEHAVIOR - NOT YET GO,
CVRP - VOCATIONAL PROGRAM WITH MINN. DEPT. OF EDUCATION,
HOLLY HIP - SPECIAL BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION, FEDERAL FUNDS, EXPIRES AUG,
Dakota HIP - SPECIAL BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION, FEDERAL FUNDS, EXPIRES AUG,